Properties of the flexible pressure sensor under laboratory conditions simulating the internal environment of the total surface bearing socket.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the properties of the flexible pressure sensor under laboratory conditions simulating the internal environment of the total surface bearing (TSB) socket to determine optimal conditions for measuring normal stresses on the stump. The equipment used in the study was the Pressure Distribution Sensor System for Sockets. In a climatic chamber maintained at 37 degrees C and 70% humidity the sensor sheet was mounted on a measuring apparatus loaded with three 10 kg weights, and output from the sensor was recorded. Because of sensor creep, a sample 60 seconds after loading was adopted as the measured output. Output was greater when weight was decreased than when weight was increased because of hysteresis (paired t-test, p<0.05). The sensor had temperature sensitivity but differences in output were not statistically significant (paired t-test, 0.10>p>0.05). There were no significant differences in output among five sensor sheets or among five sections of four sensor sheets (two-way ANOVA, p>0.05), but repeated loading on the same section of the sensor sheet increased output (two-way ANOVA, p<0.05). Reproducibility and sensitivity distribution of the sensor are considered satisfactory under laboratory conditions, but measurements of rapid and repetitive movements may not be accurate and comparing subtle changes in output from a single sensor is not suitable. The reliability of the sensor in a clinical setting for measuring normal stresses on the stump with the TSB socket should be examined.